TAPB Meeting Evaluation feedback
19th July 2016 - Housing
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How was the meeting today?
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meeting today?
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It could have
been better

it was not
useful to me

I'm not sure

How useful were the presentations
today?
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useful
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They were not
useful

I'm not sure
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Where do you live?
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I live in Central I live in Bedford I live in Luton I do not live in Mind your own
Bedfordshire
Bedfordshire
business!
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In what capacity are you here today?
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I am on the autistic
spectrum
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I am a professional

I am a parent or carer of
someone on the autistic
spectrum

At future meetings what would you
like to see?

Maybe something
I would like to I would like to vote
different
agree a different on, and agree the
occasionally, but I set of topics every topic for the next
would like to keep
year when
meeting
the set topics that
reviewing the
we have
Action Plan

I am not sure

I would like to see the following as a topic at a meeting:






















More input from parents
Problems when living independently
Employment opportunities? Awareness to local larger companies, who may then employ people on autism spectrum
Could do with more time to cover the topics without rushing
Mental health and autism
Who to talk to and when - contact information may be useful.
Contribution from Primary Care. GPs?
Support for Carers.
Non Accommodation based housing related support.
Developing directories of contacts (There is one for ELFT, one for LBC and one for Autism Beds)
Do people with autism have any priority on the housing list or do they have to go through the same process?
Evening session for those that work. Accommodation i.e homes that cater for people that have Autism
but cannot cater for themselves.
What social activities are there for people with Aspergers other than Autism Bedfordshire.
As this appears to be the only resource available.
Perhaps anonymous case studies of solutions provided to individuals.
They were not useful - except the one from Bedford Borough. I would like to delivery plan to be discussed at each
meeting in terms of progress made against the actions under each theme (assuming there are actions under
each theme that the TAPB agrees it will work towards resolving/influencing).
Benefit System
Training update across all sectors
Whatever people with autism and carers feel is most needed.
If people on the autistic spectrum are experiencing problems with neighbours, etc
Training

